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Abstract 

Rojak, a novel by Fira Basuki, is a literary work that talked about problematic 

situations in multicultural society. The chaotic situation was seen in relationship between 

Janice Wong, Setyo Hadiningrat, Nami Hadiningrat and Mrs.Kim-Wong. This study had 

been done to analyze causes or sources of conflicts in the multicultural society and the way 

cultural differences aggravate the conflicts. Multiculturalism perspective appeared as the base 

of the analysis, while result was searched out from analyzing those four characters. 

Language, communication and gender roles have found as sources of conflicts in the novel.  

Ethnocentrism which means a perception that someone‟s own culture is the best, also found 

as an aspect that worsened conflict in a multicultural society.  

Key words: multiculturalism, multicultural society, cultural differences, conflict, 

ethnocentrism. 

 

Introduction 

 Nowadays, global society becomes more and more multicultural.  As a result people 

should face different cultures which include different ideas, traditions, ideologies, customs, 

behaviors, perspectives, and also people of various physical appearances in their everyday 

life. The differences could be good, but also could be the source of problems in a 

multicultural society. In this paper, multiculturalism is seen as an idea that sees differences as 

something that should be respected and celebrated. The actual purpose of multiculturalism is 

not only to value and respect cultural diversity, moreover it concerns bringing up the equality 

of power in social lives and making sure that all cultures in a society receive the same social 

welfare, so that people can really enjoy the atmosphere (Cai 7). 

 Multicultural literature is a literature that is used to promote multiculturalism. A 

literary definition explains multicultural literature as a literature that contains more than one 

culture in it. It involves inter cultural interaction (Cai 4). Multicultural literature can also be 

used to show multicultural society life and how the interaction happens. 
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 Rojak, by Fira Basuki, is a novel that portrays a multicultural society. The center of 

the story is the marriage life of Janice, a Chinese – Malay Singaporean woman, and Raden 

Mas Setyo Putra Hadiningrat, a Javanese aristocrat man. Intercultural marriage that happened 

between Setyo and Janice is very chaotic, Janice‟s mother have said about the chaotic 

situation that might happen in the marriage before Janice got married, “We are all rojak 

what? I rojak, you rojak, Singapore rojak. Mix – mix, Malay, China, Ang Mor, India, Aiya… 

never mind lah. As long as you happy what? Not happy, can be rojak also? What to do?” 

(Basuki 17). For instance chaos might happen when Singaporean culture does not fit with 

Javanese thought.  Setyo‟s mother feels that, “Wis to beda. Nek wong Jawa wedhok urip 

matine kanggo bojone, anake, ngangkat derajat bojo lan keluargane, utamane ki bekti karo 

wong tuwa.” (Basuki 13) (Definitely it is different. Javanese women, her life and death will 

be given to serve her husband, children, to raise her husband and family level of life, and the 

important thing is she will be loyal to her parents.). Setyo and Janice‟s marriage life is just 

like other marriages that should face troubles such as financial problem, mother-daughter in 

law misunderstanding, children education, etc. However, their marriage problems become 

very complex because of their embedded differences which we called as culture. Refer to 

comments uttered from Janice‟s mother to imagine how chaotic an intercultural marriage can 

be. Since in intercultural marriage many cultures will met and many adaptation should be 

done. Also refer to Setyo‟s mother to see how adjusting to other culture is complicated. Due 

to come out from your own culture and come in to someone else‟s culture is not an easy thing 

to do.   

 In general this study is about the problems in multicultural society. Rojak as a literary 

work shows how people act toward differences in their society and how they interact with 

each other. To be more focused, this paper will analyze what could cause conflicts in a 

multicultural society in the novel and how cultural differences of the characters in the novel 
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aggravate the problems. The study will be conducted through analyzing four main characters 

of the novel. They are Janice Wong, Raden Mas Setyo Putra Hadiningrat, Nami Hadiningrat, 

and Mrs. Nyah Kim-Wong. Those four characters are chosen because of their intentional 

relationship and communication. 

 This study is conducted to give understanding to the readers about multicultural 

society. Not only to show how problematic it can be, but also to make the reader think and to 

be aware of how to decrease conflict. More over, the study want to show that multicultural 

literature could be a very rich source to learn about multicultural society.  

 

Theoretical Foundation 

Multiculturalism is a perception or belief to see a multicultural situation. If 

multicultural is the fact that people are culturally different, multiculturalism is then about 

how they react to the fact. It also includes how people respect the differences, which in fact, 

are in their life. Bikhu Parekh stated that multiculturalism, “…is, a body of beliefs and 

practice in terms of which a group of people understand themselves and the world and 

organize their individual and collective lives” (2-3). Cai added that multiculturalism also 

want to bring equality in society (7). 

 In the simplest way, multicultural literature is a literature that is being used to 

promote multiculturalism. However, multicultural literature is not only a literature that 

presents many colors of differences.  It also acts as a literature that shows the multicultural 

situation and communication (Cai 4). As the result, it can be said that that there are a lot 

perspective to see a literary work as a multicultural literature. Rojak by Fira Basuki is one of 

the examples. It is included as a multicultural literature because of the involvement of several 

cultures like Chinese, Malay, Javanese, and Indian in the story. Moreover, this novel takes 

place in a multicultural society, which is in Singapore, and according to Samovar, Porter, 
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McDaniel (12-13) intercultural relationship and communication can not be avoided in a 

multicultural society.  

In his book „Rethinking Multiculturalism. Cultural diversity and political Theory‟, 

Bikhu Parekh (3-5) differentiates three common types of multicultural society. First is the 

“sub cultural diversity”. Actually, the member of this society share general culture, their 

differences is only how they live life. Gay, lesbian, jet set, aristocrat are considered as 

example of these society, because they live in different life style. Second is about 

“perspectival diversity”. They try to reform the dominant society by their critical thoughts 

and critiques. For example a feminists who against patriarchal system, a Marxists that 

challenges the capitalism system are examples of perspective diversity. The third is 

“communal diversity”. This one is formed by sustained plural communities that have been 

established for a long time.  

According to Kymlicka as stated in Pierik(1), there are two type of multicultural 

society. The first one is multinationality, which means that there are more than one societal 

cultures in a state. The societal cultures have been there since or before the state or nation 

was born. The second is polyethnicity that explains another form of multicultural society that 

different from the former, polyethnicity is formed by immigrants who come from others 

nations or states. Consequently, in the second form, the diversity does not come from nature 

but it is because of the coming of people from other nations.  

Managing a multicultural society is complicated, since there are many things to 

consider. Equal treatments should be given for all groups. The majority should not be treated 

as the best, while the minority should not be treated as the last. Both the majority and 

minority should be treated equally. Different modes or styles had been implemented by 

different countries to solve the problem of a multicultural society. Like the United States of 

America, they encourage people from diverse origin to melt their cultures in to one new 
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culture (Palmer). This one new culture is called as an American melting-pot. The idea is 

thought as the consideration of the state as a one big pot and everyone with different cultures 

who enters the pot should be melted and united to form one new culture (Kawata). However, 

not all Americans agree with the idea of an American melting-pot. Nevertheless, a different 

country, Canada has different form of multiculturalism. Canadian mosaic is created by 

making all ethnic groups maintain their differences as individuals while meaning as a 

component to the whole (Palmer). It is similar with what is called as salad bowl mode. The 

analogy is if someone wants to make a bowl of fruit salad, several fruits like, apple, grapes, 

pear, kiwi, and watermelon will be mixed in a bowl. Those fruits can still be distinguished 

based on its types, such as apple, grapes, kiwi, pear, and water melon, but together they are 

functioning as salad. Another form is Australia‟s multicultural festival. Australian celebrates 

diversity; they celebrate the folklore, costumes, customs, and cooking (Bennet 35). The point 

is Australian people keep on celebrating their culture, but in the same time they respect 

Australia as their nation (Bowen).  

Actually, those examples of multiculturalism style can be summed-up into two styles. 

The first is assimilation. According to Parekh (5) it considers that a society will be stable and 

well-established, if the members share a common national culture. Assimilationists think of 

moral and cultural uniformity and ask for a homogenous culture in one nation. For them, 

different points of view, norms, moral values, and cultures will not fit into a stable society. 

The second form is “integration”. Parekh (9) stated that in integration-form no one or no 

group should be apart from a society or treated as second-rate. For integrationists, a thought 

of a single and homogenous national culture will not hold a society. Same body of institution, 

practice and value will arrange social relation‟s structure, guarantee uniformity and help to 

conduct common affairs in a society. Integrationists also believe that each member of society 

should manage their personal matter, but should also share social life recruitment.  
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Parekh (10) also purposed another form of multiculturalism, which is called common 

belonging. This type is questioning how immigrants can become equal citizens and be 

attached to the whole society. This form requires some extent of integration, that there should 

not be a group that is marginalized. Some senses of assimilation are also needed, for every 

group should share particular basic beliefs and values. Unlike the former two types before, 

common belonging needs a two way process. Immigrants could not be settled in a society, if 

the society does not welcome and accept them. In other hands the society could not fully 

accept the immigrant, if they do not wish to belong to the society.  

What and how the theory should be applied to a society, all depends on the need of 

the society. For every society has different differences, the way to treat and manage them will 

also be different. In managing multicultural society, one thing that should be remembered is 

to treat all cultures equally.  

Related to the study of the novel by Fira Basuki, Rojak, I need to explain a little about 

the multicultural in Indonesia and Singapore since the story includes those countries‟ culture 

in a big portion of the story. Starting with Indonesia, Indonesian people will be so familiar 

with this question “What is held by Garuda in its legs?” and they will automatically answer, “ 

Bhineka Tunggal Ika” or Unity in Diversity. Indonesia is a nation with so many races and 

ethnicities. Those races and ethnicities are separated in to different islands and in the same 

time those races and ethnicities are blended in one island. In the pre-independence era, 

“Bhineka Tunggal Ika” had succeeded in uniting those races and ethnics to fight the Dutch 

(Lorraine).  

The national language of Indonesia, Bahasa Indonesia, has emerged as a tool of unity. 

Back in the pre-independence era, since Indonesia has have 300 ethnics with approximately 

650 indigenous languages so obviously Indonesia needed a language that could act as a 
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bridge that could connect those ethnicities. In the youth plague day, October 28
th

 1928, it had 

been decided that Bahasa Indonesia would be the national language of Indonesia.  

Those two examples can be used to portray how Indonesia implements its motto 

“Bhineka Tunggal Ika”, even if they are diverse, they are still united. However, taking a look 

in Indonesia at the current situation, it seems that Indonesia still suffers for its diversity. 

Many radical movements appear for the lack of united feeling in the diversity. The separatist 

group in Aceh, Ambon, and recently in Papua appears in reaction toward unfair treatments 

toward some ethnics.  

In point of fact, Indonesian is not yet found the fittest form to manage its multicultural 

society. In the era of Suharto, the second president of Indonesia regime, multiculturalism in 

Indonesia had been distorted. The policy which considered cultural diversity as a national 

asset, in practice only gave benefit for certain groups (Budiman 8). The next hypocritical 

policy was the SARA (Ethnicity, Religion, Race and inter-group relation), it in fact 

discriminated against Chinese culture (Budiman 8). Until now, Indonesia has not found a 

good style or policy to maintain their diversity.  

Unlike Indonesia, Singapore a nation which has a little area near Indonesia, has set 

their form of multiculturalism. Singapore citizens consist of many ethnic groups, it is 

multicultural and multiracial (Poon 73). Ethnic groups in Singapore consist of  Chinese 

(76%), Malay (14%), India (8%), and others (2%) (Koh 4). Singapore has proclaimed that 

they are a multicultural nation. Their multiculturalism is developed from a melting- pot 

model (Poon 72) to the mosaic model (Goh 9). Rather than strike out the differences, 

Singapore celebrate the differences of each ethnic group (Poon 72). So far, Singapore 

multiculturalism is to maintain the equal right, treatment, and power that each cultural ethnic 

has. Singapore has Presidential Council for Minority Right; this council job is to maintain 

law so that there will be no racial discrimination in Singapore (Koh 6). 
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Discussion 

This paper is a study of how problems occur in a multicultural society, as portrayed in 

Rojak  by Fira Basuki. The first thing will be discussed in the discussion are aspects that can 

cause conflict in  a multicultural society.  

1.Language.  

According to Samovar, Porter, McDaniel (248) language in intercultural marriage is 

really important. One should yield not to use his/her first language, to adjust to their “two-

become one” family. They should have an agreement about what language that they want to 

use as a media of communication in their family. Nonetheless, achieving the agreement might 

be problematic. The reason is that language can influence self respect and also identity (284). 

Someone might feel attached to his/her language, so that it becomes part of his/her identity. 

Perhaps, it is the reason why it is difficult to adjust to use foreign language as a media of 

communication.  

In the novel, Janice and Setyo, as a wife and husband, do not have difficulties in 

deciding what language they want to use, even though they come from different countries 

(Basuki 37). Janice comes from Singapore and Setyo is from Indonesia. Indonesia and 

Singapore are two countries that have different national languages. However, they can solve 

their problem in language differences.  

Before get married to Janice, Setyo had been living in Singapore working which made 

him able to speak Singapore official language (Basuki 53). Janice also once took Bahasa 

Melayu class in her high school. Since more or less Bahasa Indonesia and Malay have 

similarities (vocabularies, grammar, etc), she is able to understand Bahasa Indonesia (Basuki 
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30). Thus, in their marriage they decided to use Malay and English instead as the medium of 

communication.  

Nami, as Setyo‟s mother, is not included in the language agreement decision process. 

When Janice and Setyo established their marriage life, Nami was not living with them. Later 

when Setyo‟s father passed away Nami lived with her son (Basuki 12).  It seems that 

language becomes a problem here. Yet, it does not mean that Nami is not able to speak in 

English. Considering that she was a catwalk model who had traveled around the world in her 

youth and even once visited America, Nami may be able to speak in English (Basuki 21). 

Even though Nami is able to speak in English and Bahasa Indonesia, she keeps on using the 

Javanese language. She sometimes uses her Javanese language, either to talk about Janice or 

to talk and sing a song with her grandchildren (Basuki 13-14).This behavior, indeed, creates 

an uncomfortable atmosphere for her and Janice.   

“Arek wedhok iku kok ketoke kemproh yo, Setyo? Wis dicek keluargane? 

Terus dheweke dewe piye? Resik ora, sehat ora, nek jebule ngemu tumo piye? 

(Basuki 46)” (She looks dirty, doesn‟t she? Have you check her family? How about 

herself? Is she clean, is she healthy? How if she has lice?) 

Aku menatap Mas Set dengan pandangan bingung (Basuki 46). (I looked 

confusedly to Mas Set)  

Whenever Nami uses her Javanese, Janice is not able to understand. Problems occur 

because Janice hears what Nami says, but she could not understand what it means. It makes 

Janice have to guess what actually Nami is talking about. Thus, it leads Janice to become 

skeptical. As she does not know for sure about Nami is saying, she begins assuming that 

Nami talks negative things about her. Furthermore, Nami keeps speaking in Javanese 

whenever she has a different argument with Janice. It makes Janice feel threatened then 

prejudice appears in Janice‟s mind. “. . . . Soal Jawa atau tidak itu juga tidak penting. Malah 
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aku sempat berpikir, jika sama-sama Jawa, nanti malah ia dan Ibu berkomplot, berbicara 

bahasa daerah sendiri dan membicara aku terus tanpa kuketahui. (Basuki 43)”  (Javanese or 

not, is not really important too. I once thought that if she also came from Java, she and 

mother would make a conspiracy, talking in their local language and talking about me behind 

my back.) Samovar, Porter, McDaniel (206) wrote that prejudice appears because of 

generalizations that people have to see or judge a group of people. Janice has a negative 

prejudice toward Javanese people. She worries if Nami and another Javanese gather, they will 

talk behind her back using their local language. Together with what is told by E. Taylor, 

Peplau, Sears that prejudice will make people unwilling to have interaction with a certain 

group of people (214), Janice also makes a distance from other Javanese.  

Nami also talks to her grandchildren in Javanese. She sings a Javanese song for Boy 

and Mey-mey, her grandchildren, while play together with them. “E, dayohe teka, e beberna 

klasa, e klasane bedah, e tambalen jadah, e jadahe mambu, e pakakno asu, e asune mati, e 

buang neng kali, e kaline banjir, e buang ning pinggir. . .” (Basuki 14) (a Javanese folksong). 

Singing a Javanese folksong, it could be possible that Nami does not want her grandchildren 

to not be able to speak Javanese language and lose their identity. Unfortunately, what Nami 

has been doing is not suitable with Setyo and Janice‟s agreement about what language should 

be used to teach their children. So once again, it builds an uncomfortable feeling for Janice 

because her son, Boy, goes to a Singaporean school and for Janice, Nami‟s action is ruining 

the children‟s education (Basuki 37).  

 “Mei mei bei xhe yang wa wa/ zou dao hua yuan lai kan hua/ wa wa ku le jiao 

ma ma/ shu shang de xiao niao ha ha. . . .” 

Mei-Mei ku ajari lagu – lagu Cina, agar ia menyadari tubuhnya dialiri darah 

ini pula. Sering kudengar Ibu menyanyikan dan mengajari Mei-Mei lagu – lagu Jawa. 

Aku berusaha mengimbangi aksinya. (Basuki 68) 
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(Little sister brings a strange doll/ goes to the park to see the flowers/ the doll 

is crying, looking for the mother/ up in the tree a bird is laughing. . . .) 

(I taught Chinese songs to Mei-Mei, so she would realize that she also had 

Chinese blood. I often heard mother sings and teaches Javanese song to Mei-Mei. I 

just want to compete her.) 

 Language affects, builds, and declares identity (Samovar, Porter, McDaniele 268). In 

Indonesia, there is a quote saying “Bahasa menunjukan bangsa.” (Language declares 

nationality). What language you speak will show where you come from. It seems that Janice 

notices the important effect of language towards identity. This knowledge brings Janice to 

take an action to compete her mother-in-law‟s action. Teaching her daughter Chinese 

language of course is not a mistake, but Janice motive is questionable. Janice reveals that she 

intends to compete with Nami and wants Mei-Mei realizes that she also has Chinese culture. 

It can be seen when she sees Nami exposes Mei-Mei to Javanese songs. Janice‟s decision 

clearly states her discomfort of Javanese language being spoken in their house.   

For Nami, Boy and Mei-mei are too Chinese or Singaporean names. She wants 

something Javanese, so she calls her grandchildren with their real name Bagus and Meita. 

“Oiy…Boy-boy…Mei-mei…come to waipo,” seru Ma sambil merentangkan tangan. . . . Ibu 

mendesah pelan. “Bagus dan Meita” bisiknya pada Mas Set (Basuki 31). (“Oiy…Boy-

boy…Mei-mei…come to grandma,” said Ma while opening her hands. Mother sighs. “Bagus 

and Meita,” she whispered to Mas Set.) Unluckily, Nami‟s behavior makes the uncomfortable 

situation even worse. 

Another character, who also influences the story is Mrs.Wong, Janice‟s mother. 

Despite the fact that she does not live together with Setyo and Janice, she still has a close 

relationship to their family. Mrs. Wong likes to speak Singlish (Singaporean–English), Malay 

and Chinese in her daily life (Basuki 31). It also seems that she is more flexible in using the 
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language as medium of communication and her situation is not as complicated with Nami‟s. 

“Oiy…Boy-boy…Mei-Mei…come to weipo” (Basuki 31) (Hi…Boy-boy…Mei-mei…come 

to grandma). Mrs. Wong uses English and Chinese to talk to her grandchildren because they 

live in a city that is familiar with Chinese language. As the result, it is no problem for her to 

use her mother tongue. 

Language, in fact takes an important role in multicultural society. Differences in 

language could cause misunderstanding that leads to problems. However, agreeing on one 

language as a media of communication could avoid us from misunderstanding and problems. 

Janice and Setyo also solve their problem in language though determining English and 

Bahasa Indonesia as their media of communication. Lack of knowledge and unawareness or 

ignorance of the agreement will bring the problems back to the relationship.  

2. Communication 

Hall said, as stated in Samovar, Porter, McDaniel (256), people have information and 

knowledge about a situation or condition or story in their mind. However, in a conversation 

there are people who want to share less than what they know and there are people who want 

to share more than they know. The first group is called “high-context orientation culture” and 

the second one is called “low context orientation culture”. “High context orientation culture” 

gives information not only through the words they speak, but also from their gestures and 

silences. According to Gudykunst (qtd. In Samovar, Porter, McDaniel 257), in “high context 

orientation culture” communication how important the information depends on how it is told 

more than what is told. Tim Toomey (qtd. In Samovar, Porter, McDaniel 259) said that the 

high context culture tends not to be open in sharing and this situation can cause conflict. I 

found that Janice and also Setyo have the same characteristic that they do not like to share 

what they have in mind with others.  
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Janice, she has a diary which shows her thoughts;  

“. . . . Aku tidak bisa bercerita mendetail ke semua orang, jadi aku harus 

mengeluarkan apa yang ku pikirkan. Cerita padamu, bukuku, mungkin bisa 

membantuku. Selain itu bukankah kamu benda mati, yang juga memiliki kunci, jadi 

bisa menjaga rahasia. Bukan begitu?” (Basuki 10) (. . . . I can‟t tell people in detail, so 

I have to reveal what I have in mind. Telling you, my diary, perhaps can help me. 

Moreover, you are a thing, aren‟t you? You also have a key, so you can keep a secret, 

can‟t you?)  

Janice does not want people to know more about her. She hides many things from her 

surroundings, even from her husband, who actually is the one closest to her. She prefers to 

stay in her silence. The result is she has a heap of problems that depressed her, “Ini pertama 

kalinya aku membeli dan mencoba menulis buku harian. Mengapa? Karena kalau tidak aku 

bisa gila.”  (Basuki 10) (This is the first time I buy and try to write a diary. Why? Because if  

I didn‟t do this, I would go crazy.) She realizes that actually she needs to reveal her problems, 

thoughts, and her feelings to release her depression. Janice tries to take some time to relax 

and release the pleasure in her room; 

 “Seperti banyak hari sebelumnya, aku otomatis seperti berjalan menuju kamar 

untuk istirahat karena energy atau bateraiku habis. . . . Suatu program yang entah 

sampai kapan akan terulang lagi dan lagi. . . . „Auuuuuuwwww!‟ aku berteriak di 

bawah bantal. Melepaskan semua di sana.” (Basuki 13-14) (Just like many other days, 

I automatically walk into my room to take a rest because my energy or my battery is 

empty . . . . A program that, I don‟t know when it will end, happens and happens 

again. . . . „Auuuuuuuuuwwww!‟ I scream out loud under my pillow releasing 

everything there.)  
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Janice‟s own behavior puts herself in a lot of pressure. She prefers go to the bedroom and 

scream under her pillow to release her emotion. In fact, what she is doing does not solve her 

problem. Otherwise, it makes people misunderstand her. 

While Setyo, he always uses gesture to say something. Using gesture or non-verbal 

communication would not cause any problems if the message is successfully received. It may 

be because sometimes, people did not realize that non verbal messages they sent were 

meaningful for others (Samovar, Porter, McDaniel 294).  However, people have different 

interpretations, occasionally, and they never know how someone interprets a message that 

he/she receives from a particular gesture. In the novel, Setyo has a body language that he 

always uses in his communication, “Mas Set menggerak-gerakan kepalanya sedikit, seakan – 

akan mendorongku maju. Aku pun mendekatinya. Kepala Mas Set menunduk, memberi 

isyarat.”(Basuki 14) (Mas Set‟s shaking his head a little bit, as if he wanted to push me. I 

approached him. Mas Set bowed his head down, gave sign.) Setyo uses a lot of body 

languages and gestures. Sometimes he uses that to say the words or to reveal his feeling. “. . . 

. Mas Set melotot. „Pe – ro – do, Jan. Prodo, bukan Prada. Artinya emas. Entahlah, emas 

beneran, atau cuma tinta warna keemasan di jarik Ibu,”tegas Mas Set. (Basuki 33) (…Mas 

Set opened his eyes widely. „Pe-ro-do, Jan. Prodo not Prada. It means gold. I don‟t know 

whether it is real gold or just a golden ink on mother‟s cloth,‟ said Mas Set) Setyo reveals 

how he was annoyed by Janice, because Setyo had explained to Janice but it was hard for her 

to understand him. It makes Janice shy. In here, only by opening his eyes widely, Setyo is 

able to put Janice down. “Mas Set menggeleng, alisnya bergerak – gerak dan kepalanya 

sedikit digerakkan, Ia seperti memberi isyarat agar aku tidak mempermasalahkan.” (Basuki 

47) (Mas Set shook his head, he moved his eyebrows up and down, he looked like giving a 

sign for me not to argue.) Setyo forbids Janice to do something, just by his gestures; it shows 

how powerful Setyo‟s gestures is. “Mas Set yang memberi sinyal untuk diam dengan telunjuk 
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di depan bibirnya.Aku terus bertanya-tanya dalam hati.” (Basuki 145-146) (Mas Set gave a 

sign to keep silent by putting his point finger in front of his lips. I kept questioning in silent.) 

It shows that Setyo‟s gesture cannot solve the problem. Deep in her heart Janice keeps 

questioning, and it means that the problem has not been solved. Wood in Samovar, Porter, 

McDaniel (296) stated that we could not measure how precisely our message is understood. 

Misunderstanding and misinterpretation caused by non verbal communication could lead to 

conflict.   

Talking again about Nami Hadiningrat, she is really an introverted person. She keeps 

many secrets about her life and also about Setyo.  

 “Maaf saya alergi makanan malut, terutama udang.”  

 “Alergi? Gatal- gatal?” tanya Ma 

 Ibu mengangguk. 

 “Maaf, maaf, maaf,” ujar Ma sambil sedikit membungkuk. Kulihat wajahnya 

langsung kelam.  

 Aku luar biasa kecewa, Mengapa aku tidak tahu kalau Ibu alergi makanan laut. 

. . . 

 . . . .”Maaf, Ibu bilang lupa bawa Incidal, obat alerginya dari dokter. Biasanya 

setiap hendak makan atau sesudah makan Ibu menelan kapsul kecil itu.” ujar Mas Set 

menjawab pertanyaan di kalbuku. (Basuki 36) 

 (“Sorry, I am allergic to seafood, especially the shrimps.”  

 “Allergy? Like itch?” asked Ma. 

 Ibu nodded.  

 “Sorry. Sorry. Sorry,” Ma bowed down her head. I saw her dim face.  

 I was really upset. Why I did not know that Ibu had a seafood allergy. . . .  
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 . . . .” Sorry, Ibu said that she forgot to bring Incidal, her allergy medicine. She 

usually takes that little capsule before or after eating.” said Mas Set, answering 

questions in my mind.) 

Janice and Nami have been living together for sometimes. At that period of time, Janice often 

cooks seafood and finds that Nami does not have any problem with it. It is really ironic. 

Actually Janice has tried to serve food that Nami can eat, and she told Mrs. Wong not to cook 

pork because Nami is a Muslim and she could not eat pork. In fact food allergy is a very 

serious case which can cause death. Janice, as the one who has the responsibility to cook in 

their house, should know what they can eat and cannot eat. Janice always serves seafood, 

which Nami actually cannot eat. It is quite surprising that Nami does not tell Janice about her 

allergy. As the reason that Nami even told Janice about small things related to her, such as 

not to serve her chicken‟s skin to avoid fat. The fact that she does not tell Janice about her 

allergy is really surprising. For their attitude, Mrs. Kim-Wong who has tried to serve the best 

food for Nami, in fact served sea-food which Nami allergic to. An uncomfortable situation 

between Nami and Janice then affect Mr.Kim-Wong to.  

 Generally, communication happens because people wants to share or change 

information. A good communication could decrease misunderstanding. So, if a good 

communication does not created in a relationship, then misinterpretation would lead each 

member towards errors and problems. 

3. Gender Roles 

According to Hendry, as cited in Samovar, Porter, McDaniel in Asia even though man 

has a higher position in the society, a woman has the task to take care of the family, when the 

family is sick, hurt, and old (77).  Nami might have these thought. She thinks that as a wife, 
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Janice should serve her husband; Setyo, her children, and also her mother-in-law, Nami. 

Breakfast is one of the things that Janice usually does to take care of them.  

Unfortunately, Janice and Setyo have a different habit of breakfast. Janice never pours 

coffee into Setyo‟s cup, never spreads jam onto Setyo‟s bread. Setyo will do them by himself. 

When Janice does the same thing to Nami, Nami considers Janice as disobedient daughter in 

law. She does not like Janice. She wanted Janice to serve everything she needs, while Janice 

thinks that she does not do anything wrong. The result is Janice has to bow down to 

apologize. Although in the end she apologizes her to calm down the situation and to follow 

Setyo‟s request.  

It can be seen that Nami has her own standard of the role of wife. Once, Nami 

comments  Janice‟s behavior; (After she apologized for her serving breakfast that didn‟t 

please Nami), Nami said: “Wis to beda. Nek wong Jawa wedhok, urip matine kanggo bojone, 

anake, ngangkat derajat bojo lan keluargane, utamane bekti karo wong tuwa.” (Basuki13) 

(Definitely it is different. Javanese women, her life and death will be given to serve her 

husband, children, to raise her husband and family level of life, and the important thing is she 

will be loyal to parents.) 

 Nami think that Janice does not fulfill the standard that Nami sets.  For Nami, Janice 

is too selfish. After Setyo and Boy go to work and school, Janice will always come into her 

room and lay back on the bed. For Janice it was her precious leisure time, but Nami thinks 

Janice should not do that. Several times, Nami intentionally comes to Janice‟s room and does 

something that disturbs Janice. I think, in here Nami wants to show her disagreement towards 

Janice‟s behavior.  

Feminism has appeared as a though that criticize gender role in society. In the past, 

information of feminism might not reach societies in all over the world. Nevertheless in the 

era of globalization information is easily to get, including information about gender role that 
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feminism bought. Globalization indeed helps changes of gender role in society. 

Unfortunately, Nami ; who born and grown up in pre-globalization era (era before 

globalization influence society) and also Janice; a globalized generation (she grown up in 

globalization era), failed to realize that the world changes. 

Three factors that are found, language, communication and gender role, have raise 

many difficulties in Janice, Setyo, Nami, and Mrs.Kim-Wong‟s life. While cultural 

differences are presumed will aggravate the problem they have. The second thing to discuss 

is how cultural differences between Janice, Setyo, and Nami aggravate the conflict that they 

have in their multicultural society. 

To point out, ethnocentrism is a thought of someone who judges other cultures based 

on the belief that his/her culture is the best (Samovar. Porter, McDaniel 53). Ethnocentrism 

happens because, unconsciously, whenever people are involved in inter cultural 

communication or relationships they have a tendency to use their own cultural perspective to 

see or to respond. In general people have their own values or ideologies that influence them 

in responding to a situation. Therefore, it is very difficult to lose objectivity in responding to 

other culture values. People tend to compare other cultures with their own cultures. 

Regrettably, it could cause a problem in intercultural relationships and this kind of problems 

occurs in Rojak. 

“. . . ranting – ranting itu tadinya adalah bunga – bunga, mawar, dan berbagai 

macam bunga lain yang diberikan suaminya ketika masih hidup dulu. Oh, haruskah 

kukatakan padanya bahwa menurut feng shui Cina, bunga, atau ranting kering tidak 

boleh dipajang atau disimpan dalam rumah karena akan membawa energy buruk. 

Benda – benda mati yang tidak memiliki energy hidup cuma akan mengundang 

vibrasi buruk dalam rumah. . . .”(Basuki 21) (…those twigs were once flowers, roses, 
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and others that had been given by her husband when he was alive. Oh, should I tell 

her that according to Chinese feng shui, dried flowers or dried twigs should not be 

displayed or kept in house, because it would give bad energy? Dried thing that does 

not have live energy, would cause bad vibrations enter the house. . . .)   

When Nami moved to Setyo‟s and Janice‟s HDB apartment, she brings her crystal 

collection and also her dried flowers and twigs. It makes a problem to Janice, because their 

little apartment does not have enough space to Nami‟s things. Janice is surprised and also 

cannot understand why a dry flower can be that important. She could not see the prestige of a 

dry twig. Therefore she protests as it does not match to her tradition. Janice hardly accepts 

that.  

“Ibu yang duduk tegak di kursi meja makan mengangguk sedikit. Lalu ia tampak 

sedikit kikuk menangani mangkuk kecil berisi teh panas tadi. “ (Basuki 32) (Mother,, who sat 

straight on the chair, nodding her head. Then, she looked surprise because of the little bowl 

with hot tea in it).  Nami, Setyo, and Janice come to the mother of Janice‟s house for a 

dinner. Nami is surprised when she sees Janice‟s mother pour hot tea into her glass.  

In China, people usually drink tea or beer in a little bowl. It is common for Chinese to 

serve their guests with a pot of tea or beer in several small bowl. However, Nami is not a 

Chinese. She only drinks from a glass so there is no doubt that she is uncomfortable with the 

dinner reception. This little problem successfully ruins the dinner, because Janice thinks that 

Nami is not respecting her mother. However, Nami has been trapped by her uncomfortable 

feeling and the result is she does not enjoy the dinner at all. Janice and her mother‟s feeling 

have been hurt by this. In the dinner reception also, I found that kind of food to be served can 

cause a problem; “Setyo, kangkung iku panganane wedhus…piye sih kowe?” (Basuki 36) 

(Setyo, water spinach is for goat... How could you?). Nami does not eat water spinach. She 

spent her life in a glamorous lifestyle that makes her think that she should eat something 
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delicious and expensive. Thus, she thinks that water spinach is not a prestige vegetable. Even 

though Janice‟s mother does not understand Nami‟s language, she knows that Nami is not 

pleased with the meal. The result was Janice‟s mother went from the dinner table and of 

course it hurts Janice‟s feelings.  

Indeed, ethnocentrism might not be avoided for it happen naturally. Realizing the 

existence of this feeling is really important. Otherwise, ethnocentrism will grow to the very 

negative side which will be very destructive. Janice often sees and thinks about Nami in 

Janice‟s culture perspective. It is something natural. However, Janice keeps on comparing her 

culture and Nami‟s culture and the result is uncomfortable situation between them. Acting 

and thinking openly toward others‟ culture could help in preventing ethnocentrism to 

aggravate the problems in multicultural society.  

 Conclusion  

Concluding the study, it is found that language, gender role and communication style, 

in fact can cause problems. In regards to differences in language, Janice Wong and Nami 

Hadiningrat show how two languages under one roof or at least if both are not spoken or 

understood by all family member is troublesome. Javanese language that Nami uses 

consistently to talk to Setyo, Boy, and Mei-mei rises Janice‟s suspicion. This feeling brings 

uncomfortable circumstance between them and it grows like a land mine that is ready to 

explode any time. Samovar, Porter, McDaniel suggested that agreement of what language to 

use in an intercultural family is essential (248) 

People use language to transfer information or to communicate. Each groups have 

different way to transferring the information. People in high-context orientation culture  tend 

to share less information than they have, delivering the meaning through gestures, mimic, and 

body language. In the other hand, people in low-context culture will share more information 
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than they have. According to Tim Toomey (Samovar, Porter, McDaniel 259) high-context 

orientation culture‟s way to share information could bring up problems. For gesture and 

mimic could not always be understood. In Rojak, Janice, Setyo and Nami can be classified to 

live in a high-context orientation cultures and they do not openly communicate. They hide 

information behind their gestures and silences. Troubles come up when the receptor 

perception does not match with the sender‟s intention.  

The attitude toward language and communication that Janice, Setyo, Nami, and Mrs. 

Kim-Wong have shown cause occurrence of misunderstanding, misinterpretation, suspicion, 

prejudice, and distrust. In the end, those negative feelings disturb their relationship and cause 

conflict in their interactions. 

 Additionally, perception of gender role is important in multicultural relationship. Each 

cultural group sets up regulations for man and woman in their own sense.  Unfortunately, the 

regulation is not globally accepted. Gathering with another cultural group makes someone‟s 

understanding challenged. Samovar, Porter, McDaniel cited that in Asia, a woman has the 

task to take care of the family, when the family is sick, hurt, and old. However, according to 

Sherif-Trask (qtd. Samovar, Porter, McDaniel 75), gender role, parenting, and elder care have 

changed because of globalization and also Westernization. A Javanese woman like Nami, 

who keeps her tradition, believes that a woman should give her whole life to serve her family 

totally. Whereas a Singaporean woman like Janice, who grows up in the global era, thinks 

that Nami‟s expectation is not logical. Unsynchronized perception leads them to 

misunderstanding.  

 The differences between Janice, Nami, and Setyo have aggravated the problems in 

their relationships. Again, ethnocentrism is a belief that someone‟s culture is better than the 

other culture and the three of them are trapped in negative ethnocentrism; they judge other 
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culture using their own culture standard. The comparison they made then lead them to 

separation.   

 The result of the study then provides evidences that for people living in multicultural 

society, they should have awareness for the differences that may come up. Lack of 

understanding and awareness of the diversity can cause unsolved conflict. Lack of 

understanding of other cultures can also lead to ethnocentrism, which can be good sometimes 

but have bad effects at others times.  

However, in one point of the result, it is found that even similarities could cause 

problems in multicultural society. Like Nami and Janice both of them are introverted people. 

They tend to keep in silences and to have assumption about others. None of them are willing 

to start an open communication. This example shows how similarities bring problems. 

Frequently this point is forgotten. Differences are usually the only focus of multicultural 

education or multicultural literature interpretation. Nevertheless, problems in multicultural 

society occur not only from differences. Similarities if not been well managed might also 

trigger conflicts.  So in multicultural education it is good not to focus only on the differences 

that every culture has. Besides, similarity of culture and character should also be seen. So, 

people will not have tendency to blame the differences for problems that occur.  

 It should be admitted that this study needs to be developed more. The novel still hides 

many interesting parts. Future research could also be done to see the relationship between the 

story and its author, Fira Basuki. How does Fira Basuki reflect her thought and opinion about 

multicultural society in the novel? More studies can be drawn to explore more about the 

questions related to the novel with the author and also to answer the questions about them, 

because Rojak shows an example of living in multicultural society which can be very 

interesting to be analyzed. 
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